Front End Developer
DATOS DE LA EMPRESA:
Nombre: Digitalist Finland Oy
Dirección: Arkadiankatu 2, 00100 Helsinki, Finland
Website: https://digitalist.global/
Actividad: We develop genuine digital turnkey solutions which are recognized globally as
innovative and creating concrete business value. We live and breathe a co-creation way of
working and delivering results for our clients. Through this, we are able to offer companies
much more than hired resources for creating digitalization. With the members of the open
Digitalist Network and our employees, all our customers will have an excellent chance to
watch, learn and participate in the digital revolution in an unseen way. We operate currently
in Finland, Sweden UK, USA and Canada, and serve clients globally through these
locations. Digitalist Group is listed on NASDAQ OMX Helsinki Ltd.

DATOS DEL PUESTO:
Ocupación: Front End Developer
Nº puestos: 4
Job Location: Helsinki and Tampere (Finland)

DESCRIPCIÓN COMPLETA DEL PUESTO:
As a Full Stack Developer we look to your expertise and advice when choosing the best
technologies at the design stage. And when it's time to turn the initial designs into a work of
art, you and your developer colleagues will get to work your magic.
We love passion. And your passion should lie in writing stellar code. The programming
language of your choice can be Python, Node, Java or Scala and you are no stranger to
implementing web user interfaces with HTML, CSS or Javascript. Our agile project teams
work across the full development stack and typically use methodologies such as Kanban.
Whether your background is in front-end or back-end, it doesn't matter! We are keen to find
technical talent whose eyes light up when they get to build micro-services and smooth user
interfaces for web and mobile. You are going to smash this job if you are familiar with cloud
infrastructures such as AWS, Heroku or Bluemix as well as designing and implementing
APIs and data structures. We also appreciate the ability to make decisions about your daily
work and advance your projects without hand-holding. Are you a trustworthy team player
who doesn't just pull their own weight at projects but also helps out others and proactively
contributes to the whole project team's success? If yes, you might just be the one we have
been searching for!

Requirements:
Solid skills and over 2 years of experience in at least one of our programming languages
(Python, Node, Java or Scala)
Experience in working with DOM, JSON and implementing data models
Experience with modern data persistence solutions, for instance relational and NoSQL

Experience in JavaScript, CSS and HTML
Real world experience in RESTful architectures, JavaScript frameworks and tools such as
React or AngularJS
Experience with automated unit testing and build tools
Good command of at least one version control tool, preferably Git
Willingness to learn and constantly develop your skills
Ability to communicate your thoughts and courage to bring your ideas to the table
Fluent English skills
This employment complies with the legislation of Finland.

CÓMO SOLICITAR EL PUESTO:
If you are interested, please fill out the application on our webpage
https://careers.teamio.net/digitalistgroup/detail/?id=4bd9c60f-0336-4dd9-8a7e86bb755358a1&rps=186
Fecha de cierre de la oferta: 30/06/2018

